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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a software tool that allows
investigators to make comparisons across different online
forums and media by analyzing word counts in user-
specified categories. Using a large sample of messages
from a bipolar support chatroom, we demonstrate how this
tool can be used to characterize the nature of the discourse
and compare it to other media, to analyze relationships
among different word categories, and to characterize
changes in visitors’ discourse over time. Future plans for
adding functionality to the software and using external data
for additional validation are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Online support is a growing forum for self-help among
sufferers from chronic mental and physical illnesses. By
providing 24-hour access to others with the same problem,
online support groups are hypothesized to reduce social
isolation, improve coping skills, and improve patients’
knowledge about their condition. To date, however, these
hypotheses have been neither confirmed nor disconfirmed.
On one hand, studies of specialized online support
communities have suggested that the groups are valuable
for specific populations [e.g., 1, 3, 6, 11]. On the other

hand, larger surveys of Internet users have found negative
psychological effects of extensive online participation [8].

One reason for the unclear pattern of results is a lack of
adequate measures. Few previous studies have provided
measures of the value of online interaction that can be
applied across different medical conditions and different
communications media. Without such measures, however,
it is difficult to determine whether online support should be
recommended by therapists, physicians, and other
professionals as an adjunct to traditional treatments.

The difficulty in establishing concrete measures is directly
related to one of the attractions of online support
communities. Online groups are anonymous, making it
difficult for researchers to contact participants for
additional information (e.g., to complete surveys or collect
objective behavioral measures). This information is
required to determine, for example, whether involvement in
a support group increases adherence to prescribed treatment
regimens.

In this paper we describe an approach to evaluating the
effectiveness of online support based on analysis of what
people talk about in a chatroom. In contrast to previous
work on structural features of online conversations [e.g., 2,
7], we focus on the content of online conversation. We
describe a software tool written by the first author that
analyzes chatroom discourse in terms of word categories,
similar to Pennebaker and Francis’ Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) tool [9]. We explain how we
generated word categories for our analyses and provide
some illustrative ways in which we’ve used this tool to
characterize discourse in a bipolar disorder support
chatroom. We conclude with directions for future research.

METHOD

Message Sample
In this analysis, we analyze communication in a long-
running bipolar disorder chatroom. The chatroom goals
were to inform newly diagnosed individuals about
treatment options, provide information to friends and family
members, and supply ongoing peer-to-peer support.
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We examined a sample of 80,136 individual chat messages
recorded on 289 different days between July 7, 2002 and
October 11, 2003. Messages were generated by a total of
267 different visitors, who visited the room on between 2
and 109 of the days during the sampled period. Each
participant contributed an average of 206.42 words per visit
(SD = 272.60). For the word count analyses, we
computationally analyzed all logs, resulting in 2827 person-
by-day entries.

Word Count Tool
Our word count tool works similarly to the LIWC [9] but
contains enhancements to standardize the processing of logs
from the mIRC Internet Relay Chat (IRC) client. Processing
occurs in two phases, both implemented in PERL.

In the preprocessing phase, system messages and other
extraneous messages are removed from the IRC logs. A
combination of automated and manual procedures is used to
identify nicknames referring to the same individual. For
example, if someone with the nickname “Murphy” changes
his nickname to “Murphy-brb,” messages under the second
nickname would be attributed to the first, canonical
nickname. IP address matching is also used to identify the
same individual under different names. The preprocessing
phase generates files in which each line contains time and
date stamps, a canonical nickname, and one chat utterance.

In the analysis phase, each line of the chat log is analyzed
separately. Each word in each line is compared against each
word in user-specified dictionaries. Dictionary and category
files were similar to the LIWC format, in which a set of
word categories are given numerical designations and then
each word appears with the appropriate numbers after it.
We provide additional support for full PERL regular
expressions and word sequences. Word counts are collapsed
across day, and across nicknames within individuals. The
result is a data file comprised of a line for each canonical
nickname for each day, a word count for each category, and
a count of total words used that day, per nickname.

Word Categories
Categories of words used in this analysis were drawn from
two sources. First, we developed a core set of terms related
to bipolar disorder. A previous study of the same bipolar
chatroom [5] found that much of the conversation focused
on treatment methods (e.g., medications, therapy) and ways
of coping with bipolar disorder in everyday life (e.g., family
relations, working). To generate word categories, we
examined a subset of the chat logs for words and phrases
characteristic of discussion of bipolar disorder and grouped
these words into subcategories. Then, two other individuals
with expertise in bipolar disorder checked the words and
suggested additional terms where necessary. The resultant
nine categories are shown in Table 1. We also created a
bipolar meta-category containing all terms in the nine
categories.

Word Category Examples

Anger Anger, hate, rage, yelling

Anxiety Disturbed, anxious, freakout, scared

Depressed Low, suicide, cried, blues, dysphoria

Disability Medicaid, ssdi

Disorders Bipolar, psychosis, nervous breakdown

Illness Ill, sick

Mania Hyper, euphoric, out of control

Medication Antidepressant, stabilizer, side effect, dose

Treatment Doctor, nuthouse, untreated, psychiatric

Table 1.  Categories of words associated with Bipolar disorder
with examples of terms in each category.

We also examined a subset of the word categories used by
Pennebaker and Francis in the LIWC [9], which has been
used in previous studies of face-to-face conversation,
written essays and books, and online discussions [e.g., 10,
12, 13]. (See Table 2.) Note that unlike our bipolar-related
categories, some LIWC categories are not mutually
exclusive (i.e., a word may appear in multiple categories).

Word Category Examples

Pronouns

  I I, my, me

  We We, our, us

  You You, you’ll

  Other He, she, them

Negative Emotions Worthless, hate, tense

Positive Emotions Joy, love, good

Cognitive Processes Know, think, consider

Social Processes Converse, share, friends

Table 2. Selected categories from Pennebaker and Francis’
LIWC used in the current study.

RESULTS
We consider the results in three parts. First, we use our
word count system to characterize the nature of the
conversations and compare them to discourse in other
genres. Second, we examine relationships among word
categories to understand how topics covaried in the sample.
Finally, we demonstrate how our tools can be used to
analyze changes in individual’s communication over time.

Characterizing the nature of discourse
Because our tool can use both custom and established
dictionary files, it is possible to characterize the nature of
online conversations and compare them to other genres and
technologies. In Table 3, for example, we show means for
selected word categories in our sample, along with
previously reported means from the domains of emotion
writing and casual conversation [9]. These comparisons are
helpful in understanding the nature of online discourse. For
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example, we see that conversation in the bipolar chatroom
is no more negative, emotionally, than other genres. It also
appears to be less self-focused and more focused on social
processes. Interestingly, terms specifically related to bipolar
disorder and its treatment comprised a very small
percentage of the overall discourse.

Bipolar
Chata

Emotion
Writingb

Talkingb

Total Pronouns 11.51 17.2 15.8

  I 5.23 10.6 5.6

  We .04 .8 1.0

  You 2.11 .4 4.0

  Other 1.38 3.3 2.5

Negative Emotions 1.66 2.6 1.3

Positive Emotions 3.45 2.7 2.7

Cognitive Processes 4.79 7.8 7.3

Social Processes 13.39 9.5 10.9

Bipolar Disorder 1.40 N/A N/A

Table 3.  Comparison of percentages of words in different
categories from our study (a) and from previous research on
emotion writing and casual conversation [9] (b).

Analyzing relationships among word categories
When word categories are disjoint, we can also examine
relationships among different types of words. Although
many LIWC categories [9] are not disjoint, our bipolar-
related categories do not overlap with one another or with
the LIWC pronoun categories. They do overlap to a small
extent with the negative and positive emotion categories.

We examined correlations among proportions of bipolar
words as a set and proportions of I, we, negative emotions,
and positive emotions in the LIWC word set (Table 4).
Consistent with previous work [e.g., 12], pronoun use was
associated with emotional valence. Proportion of I words
was negatively correlated with proportion of you words,
and positively correlated with proportion of negative
emotional state words. Proportion of you  words was
positively correlated with positive emotion-state words.
Proportion of bipolar-related words was positively
correlated with I words and negative emotion words, and
negatively correlated with positive emotion words.

Bipolar 1 You Negative
Emotion

Positive
Emotion

 Bipolar 1

 I .12* 1

 You -.02 -.05* 1

 Neg Emo .16* .13* .06 1

 Pos Emo. -.07* -.03 .27* -,05 1

Table 4. Correlations between bipolar-related words and
selected LIWC categories. NOTE: *p < .01; N = 2822.

Characterizing change over time
Perhaps the most powerful application of word count
analysis is in analyzing changes over time as visitors return
to the chatroom. To perform this analysis, we assigned a
visit day to each person’s daily counts, depending upon the
number of times they had previously visited the room.
Persons who had visited the room repeatedly prior to the
sampled period were excluded from this analysis.

Overall, words per day increased slightly but significantly
with visit day (r = .07, p < .0005).  We thus controlled for
total number of words per person, per day, in our analyses
of changes in word category usage. In addition, since the
distribution of visits was skewed to the right, we used a
logarithmic transformation of visit day in the analyses.

To illustrate the value of this approach, we examined
predictors of the number of bipolar-related words in
participants’ messages. In Model 1 in Table 5, we show the
results of regressing the count of bipolar words on log-days
and total words spoken that day. Holding total words
spoken per day constant, log of visits to the chatroom was
associated with significantly fewer bipolar words used that
day (β = -.72, t = -4.67, p < .0005).

Model 1 B Std. Err β t

 (Constant) .74 .19 3.99**

 Total Words .02 .00 .76 62.17**

 Visit Day (Log 10) -.72 .15 -.06 -4.67**

Model 2

 (Constant) .84 .18 4.70**

 Total Words .01 .00 .49 10.53**

 Visit Day (Log 10) -.59 .15 -.05 -4.00**

 I .06 .01 .21 6.20**

 You .05 .02 .06 3.09*

 Negative Emotion .25 .02 .27 10.45**

 Positive Emotion -.15 .02 -.22 -8.71**

Table 5. Regressions predicting number of bipolar-related
words per user per day.  Model 1 uses total words and log of
visit day as predictors.  Model 2 adds numbers of I words, you
words, negative emotion terms, and positive emotion terms.
NOTE: *p < .005; ** p < .001.

In Model 2, we add the I and you pronoun categories and
the negative and positive emotion-state categories from the
LIWC to our list of predictors. This model explains
significantly more of the variance (R2 = .58 vs. .62, p <
.0005). All of these were significant predictors of the
number of bipolar words used, and total words and log of
visit day remained significant.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The results demonstrate the utility of a word count analysis
that takes into consideration individual-level variance for
analyzing online discourse. We found that word analysis is
helpful for characterizing the nature of discourse in the
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sampled bipolar support chatroom and for comparing its
content to communication in other genres. The same
approach can be used to perform finer-grained analyses of
online discourse. For example, we can compare bipolar
chatrooms with different policies about who can participate
and what can be discussed, examine similarities and
differences across support chatrooms for different mental
and physical disorders, and examine the effects of media
(e.g., email distribution lists, online bulletin boards,
chatrooms) on online support conversations.

We also found that the development of mutually exclusive
word categories allowed us to further characterize the
relationships among different categories of words in the
chatroom.  We plan to extend this analysis by incorporating
conditional analysis into our software tool. Conditional
analysis will help us disambiguate different uses of the
same term, such as when dark or drowning are used as
metaphorical descriptions of emotional states [cf. 4].

Finally, we have demonstrated the value of analyzing
changes in individual-level word use over repeated visits to
a chatroom. These changes are hypothesized to reflect
changes to visitors’ adjustment to their condition. In the
next phase of this research, we will be testing this
hypothesis by having a group of chatroom volunteers
complete questionnaires about their treatment, emotional
state, family relations, and other pertinent attitudes and
behaviors over a six-month period while we continue to log
their chatroom activities. Our goal is to further validate the
relationships between discourse markers and client mental
and physical health we have uncovered.

With regard to our word counting software, we plan to
improve the computational efficiency and robustness of the
text analysis process. We are also working to improve the
word categorization system and to develop new word
categories suitable for analyzing online support for other
mental and physical conditions. Our long-term goals are to
provide measurement techniques that can be used across a
full range of mental and physical disorders and a full range
of electronic discourse types and to identify those features
of online support forums that lead to maximal improvement
in mental and physical health.
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